Introduction
Blocking phenomena in queueing networks arise most naturally in applications such as in telecommunication due to restricted links, in computer systems due to shared resources and in manufacturing due to finite storage buffers. Most notably among practical protocols in order are the "stop (or service)" and "repeating (or rejection)" communication protocol, in which services such as message transmissions are stopped (interrupted) respectively repeated upon blocking, and the "production (transfer or manufacturing)" protocol in which jobs continue their service and wait upon blocking (cf.
[1], [13] , [21] ). In the exponential case equivalencies between these different protocols have been established (cf. [13] ) and product form results for the stationary joint queue length distribution have been widely reported (e.g. [6] , [7] , [9] , [14] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [21] ).
In practice, however, a total service may involve a number of service phases and is therefore no longer of an exponential form. For example, the total service may consist of a number of services at different service stations such as along an assembly line. Another protocol introduced therefore, which is to be seen as an extension of the repeating communication protocol to multi-stage services, is the "recirculate" protocol under which a blocked job is recirculated as a newly arriving job which has to undergo (repeat) a number of service stages, such as throughout an entire network. In his historical paper [10] Jackson already showed that his product form result was retained under the "recirculate" protocol (formulated by lost and triggered arrivals) when imposing a total network size constraint. This result was extended in
[11] to multi-class queueing networks and class-interdependent blocking.
For the "stop" protocol, however, no such results have been reported.
This note aims to illustrate that the "stop" and "recirculate" protocol are effectively the same when the system exhibits a product
form. This result is of interest as:
(i) the "stop" protocol seems more practical
(ii) the "stop" protocol simplifies product form verifications (iii) it formalizes the intuitive equivalence of state dependent global delay or geometrical repetition of multi-stage services.
(iv) the "stop" protocol naturally leads to necessary blocking conditions to conclude a product form (see remarks 3.2 and 3.5).
More precisely, for a Jackson network with departure blocking we show:
1. the "stop" and "recirculate" protocol yield equal product forms.
2. station balance is responsible for this.
The insight that station or partial balance is responsible directly suggests generalizations. Two extending examples will be given: (i) the multi-class network with arrival and departure blocking from [11] , and
(ii) a network that consists of three finite Jacksonian clusters that are interconnected in a non-reversible manner.
Consider a Jackson network with N service stations and:
. exponential arrival rates a(n) when n jobs are present . departure blocking function d(n) when n jobs are present . routing probabilities p 0j for arriving jobs to route to station j . routing probabilities p id for jobs to route from station i to j < N . exonential*'single services with parameter n L at each station i < N.
In view of the departure blocking function two protocols are considered: P2 (Recirculate) When a job completes its service at station i it leaves the system with probability p i0 d(n) while it routes to station j<N with probability
The P2 protocol can be seen as the "triggering" protocol from [10] and [11] where a departure from the system triggers an instantaneous new arrival with probability [l-d(n)] when n-1 jobs are left behind. 
l + (ü) unique stationary distributions {jr 1 (n)} and {7r 2 (n)} under protocol PI and P2 respectively, restricted to some irreducible set S of feasible states n-(n! ,n 2 , . . . ,Hj,) , denoting the number n L at stations i= 1 N, which with n = n 1 +...+1^ is of the form
for certain numbers L and U, so that necessarily
Theorem
With c a normalizing constant, we have
Proof By n+e L or n-e i we denote the state equal to n with one job more or less, provided n^O, at station i respectively. In order to better highlight the differences we will deal with both protocols simultaneously. To this end, let p denote the protocol under consideration with p=l for protocol PI and p=2 for protocol P2. As Standard it suffices to verify the global balance equations which in turn are verified by showing that for each station separately:
"the rate out of a state due to a "departure" at that station = the rate into that state due to an "arrival" at that station.
Here, for notational convenience below we consider a transition from a station into itself as both a departure and an arrival. Now fix a state neS and station j . Then, the rate out of this state due to a departure at station j equals
while the rate into this state due to an arrival at station j is given by
as according to (3) , where a(n)=0 is excluded as we assumed 7r(n)>0, one directly concludes from the traffic equations (1) that for d(n)>0:
For protocol 1, equality of (4) and (5) is hereby directly proven in any state n with d(n)>0, while for a state n with d(n)=0 it holds trivially as n-e^ is not reachable so that n 1 ( n~e j)"0-For protocol 2, equality of (4) and (5) also follows from (8) provided
for any state n with d(n)>0, as for n with d(n)=0 and thus 7r(n-ej)=0:
by virtue of (1) and (6) and the traffic relation, following from (1):
Relation (9), however, directly results from combining (6) and (7), itself, the truncation results from [9] , section 1.6, [14] or [18] , definition 3.7.2, which concern reversible systems do not apply. Moreover, as per the example in the next secion, the product form and equivalence result extend to clusters connected by non-reversible routing.
Remark 2.2 (Partial balance and protocol equivalence)
The equivalence proof is essentially based upon the same station or partial balance relations (8) for both protocols and the fact that the relations (9) and (10) are satisfied with TT 2 (. )-it 1 (.) sübstituted. These latter two relations, in turn, also come down to a station or partial balance interpretation reading that the rate into the exterior (to be seen as a station) is equal to the rate out of the exterior (that station). As partial balance notions are generally known to be responsible for product form type results, cf. [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [9] , [12] , [20] , the equivalence result seems to be extendable to more complex product form networks. In the next section we will simply present two of such examples of special interest.
Remark 2.3
Note that the proof of the product form by equating (3) and (4) is simpler under the "stop" protocol. In this case it simply comes down to the Standard balance equations for a network without blocking up to a scaling factor d(n). Clearly, the complexity of the equations under the recirculate protocol will grow for more complex networks.
Two further examples
Rather than investigating to which extent the preceding equivalence result generalizes, which would require an extensive analysis of product form results, this section will simply present two more examples. These examples further support the relation of product forms or relatedly notions of partial balance and equivalence of stopping and recirculating protocols also in more complex situations. The proofs are omitted as these can be given along similar lines of substitution.
Multiple-classes (cf. [11])
Consider a Jackson network with N service stations and R fixed job- Class-1 jobs thus receive strong priority over class-2 jobs when their number becomes too large. The corresponding parametrization is:
Result 2 With c a normalizing constant, we have for all n e S: conditions are thus concluded naturally.
Closed networks of finite Jackson clusters (cf. [17])
Consider a single-class closed queueing network with M jobs and N service stations that are partitioned in P fixed station clusters, labeled C 1 C p , such that cluster C p cannot contain more than N p jobs.
The scheduled routing probabilities (that is, disregarding blocking consequences as described below) from stations i to j are given by In words that is, routing from one cluster to another is station independent, while upon arrival at and within a cluster arbitrary routing is al lowed.
The services are assumed to be exponential with parameter fi i at station i while each station contains a single server. The illustrative example below, in which the routing between the clusters is cyclic, visualizes that not only the routing within a cluster (as in a Standard Jackson network) but also in betwéen clusters is allowed to be nón-reversible.
Example Consider a network of 3 clusters with finite capacity N p for cluster p-1,2,3. Upon leaving a cluster p a job routes to the next cluster p+1, i.e. R 12
Protocols
In view of the finite capacity limitations the following protocols are considered.
As long as one of the clusters is saturated, the servicing at all stations outside this cluster is stopped. P 2 (Recirculate) ' As long as one of the clusters is saturated a job which completes its service at some station iwithin another cluster, say q, cannot leave this cluster and routes to station j within this cluster q with probability: Denote by S the set of feasible states (which is the same under either protocol) and by {^(n)} and {7r 2 (n)} the unique stationary distributions under P x and P 2 respectively, with n=(n x n N ) the vector of queue lengths. i-l Remark 3.3 (Literature) Under P x the result can be concluded directly from [17] and indirectly from [7] and [16] . Under P 2 the result seems to be totally new.
Remark 3.4 (Extensions)
Clearly, extensions where in addition to the protocols above each cluster itself can have a mechanism as in section 2 or 3.1 are possible. As another extension, mixing of protocols P x and P 2 for different clusters is allowed without affecting the product form. For instance in the above example, stopping cluster 1 and recirculating jobs at cluster 2 when cluster 3 is saturated will retain the product form.
Finally, similar results can be provided for open verslons.
Remark 3.5 (Stop protocol -* blocking condition) Once again, also see remark 3.2, note that the station balance principle in combination with the stopping protocol directly leads to the condition that in the example above not only cluster 2 but also cluster 1 should effectively be stopped when cluster 3 is saturated.
